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About This Game

Assemble an army of warriors from all ages (space rangers, spartans, mafia lords, etc) and battle for glory and domination!
Includes has fully destructible terrain, a fortress construction system, epic slow motion, a weapon shop, and basic ragdoll

mechanics. Good luck!

This game was initially intended so that I could learn more about programming, but I decided to polish it off and publish it!
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Got instantly killed upon leaving the bus. I hadnt even touched the ground yet. 10/10. i love these kinda games and it looks good
but c'mon i shouldnt have to go on every floor trying every door to try find anything whats so ever, idk i
probs\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up and walked right past it but a bit f a clue would be nice... it's sibal
jonna jamminun game ida!!!

ok i know. it is bit blurry on vive. but, except that,

everything is almost perfect for wave shooter!!

gameplay itself is super cool.

the main gameplay mode of it is world challenge mode.

and random stage comes out every wave

(it hugely prevents from getting bored)

1. Graphic cool (except being blurry)
2. sound cool
3. physics cool
4. replay value super high!!
5. price - almost free for the contents!!

come and get it!!

this is sibal jonna jammitnun game !!!

jonna chucheon handa!
. Nice model, but the whistle is from a Pennsylvania Railroad J1. (The proper whistle can be found on Railworks America.)
Textures are a little sloppy, but it's not too bad. The biggest issue for me is the WWII scenarios don't match the model. In 1947,
the PRR "modernized" the K4 fleet. This DLC models the "modernized" (post war) K4... however the WWII scenarios take
place before 1947, so the locomotive should be modeled to look like the original (pre war) K4. The most noticable difference
between the two was that the headlight on the pre war K4 was on the front of the smokebox with the steam generator behind it.
When modernization took place, the headlight was located on top of the smokebox and the steam generator on the front, to
allow easier access for maintenance. A platform was also added to the front of the smokebox to allow easy access to the
generator. In my opinion, I would have payed a little bit more to have both the pre war and post war verisons of the K4, but
great DLC nontheless.. i dont like it
very simple gameplay not intersting
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Going through my steam libray reviewing all the indie games I have! Starting off with this one :)

If you love speed running, challenging game play, and a game that requires quick reflexes then this is the game for you! You are
tasked with killing all the enemies in the map as fast as you can, the clock doesn't start until you start actually moving which
gives you a good opportunity to survey the map and determine what's the fastest and most effective way to slice or ninja star
these robot pirates. The game really makes you think and I find that to be super fun! Trying to complete the level as fast as you
possibly can while trying to make your every move count is very thrilling and when those three stars pop up at the end of the
level it feels like you just defeated a boss in Dark Souls.

Some other reviews on Steam said this but it is very welcoming to newcomers of this genre despite being difficult. You only
need to earn one star to progress onto the next level and the amount of stars needed to go onto the next stage are very fair.

The gameplay in this game is also very tight. Every move you make feels instantaneous which is really amazing for games like
these where every move counts. I didn't play with a controller but they are settings in the main menu for it so if that's your thing
it does have controller support.

Check out my blog for a full review! :)

https://indiesandthings.com/2018/05/14/a-lesser-known-super-meat-boy-type-game-10-second-ninja-x/. best game ever, never
gets old, is perfect and i love it <3 best dollar i've ever spent uwu. I enjoy it. It's a silly time waster that looks like the old Defend
Your Castle (but less rage inducing). I also prefer this art style to the crappy remake Xgen slapped up on Steam. Also, I'm not
sure what happened to the guy with bad dpi settings on his mouse. Mine moves just fine.. I like this game. I am not sure that i
understand all the mechanics and nuances but this is really great. i have more to explore and investigate ha - ha
 I'am not a tycoon fan, but this one is really cool. Managing your party is really not easy as it seems for the first view. I like pixel
art indie games like this. It feels like we still have hope to play unusual games, not only COD and Assassins 25th :)
 Plays fun, looks awesome, sounds perfect, runs greate, low cost :)
 Still wayting for Party Hard 2!!! WE NEED BLOOD!!! JUST DO IT!!!
 Love Pinokl and Tiny Build games, they really know how to do a great games without AAA price :)
 It is a strong 9 from 10 for indie tycoon game! Thumbs UP!. MK is always interesting and cool to see LIVE action of it.

Here's the order of goodness:-
- The Scorpion & Sub-Zero is good. The kid scenes are quite charming. This one is worth watching.
- Cyrax & Sektor is cool and worth the watch, minimum acting. The CG part is the coolest with a legit Fatality
- It is the animation parts in Kitana and Mileena story that actually made it worthwhile to watch, the acting wasn't that good nor
convincing.
- Johnny Cage is okay, doesn't have depth. No cocky coolness of his comes out.
- Raiden is kinda meh
- Jax, Sonya and Kano is the WORST of the lot (and has the biggest stars). Cheesy acting, average actions sequences, more like
a B-grade film.. The addition of an original soundtrack greatly improves the mood and atmosphere of the comic. It's probably
the closest we'll get to an actual Half-Life film.. im a wolf why do i run slower than the ♥♥♥♥ing boar. Replay one of 4 mini-
games over and over.
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